
COFFEE TABLES

Oak heartw. natural

oak heartw.Umato brushed

with brushed surface
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Sustainable raw materials
We only harvest our solid wood from sustainably managed forests and we 
use special water-based paints that protect the environment.

Climate-friendly production
Hartmann uses solar energy for electricity, heats the production halls with 
leftover wood, reuses water and is committed to the 1.5-degree UN target in 
the furniture industry’s climate pact.

Experienced staff 
We employ more than 100 employees who are not only well 
trained, but also enjoy working for us and have been loyal to us 
for a long time.

Made in Germany since 1911
We are the third generation to produce in Münsterland and are com-
mitted to the quality concept „Made in Germany“.

Health & security
Our solid wood furniture is particularly low in pollutants, has an 
antibacterial eff ect and complies with all legal safety standards.

Longevity
Nothing is more sustainable than buying furniture only once. 
This is ensured by their timeless design, the care for wood and 
leather and their repairability.

Tree planting project
When it comes to sustainability, Hartmann shows full transparency. 
We plant a new tree for every tree used in production.
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Due to the design, the LED strips are not interchangeable, as they are firmly attached to carrier profiles such as e.g. aluminum profiles and must be glued. In
this way, we guarantee a consistently long service life for our lights. We reserve the right to make technical changes to the model and dimensions! Models
protected by law! Due to different designs and functions, the dimensions specified on the order confirmation may vary slightly in individual cases.

Unique nature finds its way into your home.
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rolls
For items:
1401, 1402, 1403, 1404, 1405; 1411 
article no. 1400

kind of wood

Coffee table
Glass plate parsolbronze
End grain timber block with drawer
Floor plate wood anthracite

article no. Size W/H/D in cm

oak heartw.Umato 7100C-1402 L 120 W 70 H 45

Oak heartw. natural 8400C-1402 L 120 W 70 H 45

rolls
For items:
1401, 1402, 1403, 1404, 1405; 1411 
article no. 1400

kind of wood

Coffee table
wooden top plate, adjustable in height
End grain timber block with flap
Floor plate wood anthracite

article no. Size W/H/D in cm

oak heartw.Umato 7100C-1403 L 105 W 75 H 47-62

Oak heartw. natural 8400C-1403 L 105 W 75 H 47-62

rolls
For items:
1401, 1402, 1403, 1404, 1405; 1411 
article no. 1400

kind of wood

Coffee table
rotating glass top (ESG) parsolbronze
pilar reef wood
Floor plate wood anthracite

article no. Size W/H/D in cm

oak heartw.Umato 7100C-1405 L 110 W 70 H 45

Oak heartw. natural 8400C-1405 L 110 W 70 H 45

Ash Anthracite 9600C-1405 L 110 W 70 H 45

Coffee table
with application bark
Pair of supports metal anthracite
top plate adjustable in height LED-lighting with loading station

and cable
article no. 0135 Price 1,056,-
This luminaire contains built in LED-lamps
that cannot be changed. Energy efficiency
category F
runtime
ca. 6 h

rolls
For items:
1401, 1402, 1403, 1404, 1405; 1411
article no. 1400

kind of wood

Coffee table
rotating glass top (ESG) parsolbronze
with application bark
Floor plate wood anthracite

article no. Size W/H/D in cm

oak heartw.Umato 7100C-1401 L 90 W 90 H 45

Oak heartw. natural 8400C-1401 L 90 W 90 H 45

Auslauf zum
31.03.2023
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Due to the design, the LED strips are not interchangeable, as they are firmly attached to carrier profiles such as e.g. aluminum profiles and must be glued. In
this way, we guarantee a consistently long service life for our lights. We reserve the right to make technical changes to the model and dimensions! Models
protected by law! Due to different designs and functions, the dimensions specified on the order confirmation may vary slightly in individual cases.

kind of wood article no. Size W/H/D in cm

Oak heartw. natural 8400C-1410 L 105 W 75 H 47/64
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Due to the design, the LED strips are not interchangeable, as they are firmly attached to carrier profiles such as e.g. aluminum profiles and must be glued. In
this way, we guarantee a consistently long service life for our lights. We reserve the right to make technical changes to the model and dimensions! Models
protected by law! Due to different designs and functions, the dimensions specified on the order confirmation may vary slightly in individual cases.

Coffee tables

kind of wood

Coffee table
Glass plate parsolbronze
End grain timber block with flap
Base plate wood anthracite

article no. Size W/H/D in cm

oak heartw.Umato 7100C-0481 L 125 W 75 H 46

kind of wood

Lamp table
Glass plate parsolbronze
tree cross section
frame metal anthracite

article no. Size W/H/D in cm

Oak heartw. natural 8400C-0472 Ø 52 H 53

kind of wood

Lamp table
Glass plate parsolbronze
tree cross section
frame metal anthracite

article no. Size W/H/D in cm

Oak heartw. natural 8400C-0473 Ø 80 H 41

kind of wood

Coffee table
Glass plate parsolbronze
section of tree trunk
Floor plate wood anthracite

article no. Size W/H/D in cm

Oak heartw. natural 8400C-1411 L 125 W 75 H 43

rolls
For items:
1401, 1402, 1403, 1404, 1405; 1411 
article no. 1400
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Due to the design, the LED strips are not interchangeable, as they are firmly attached to carrier profiles such as e.g. aluminum profiles and must be glued. In 
this way, we guarantee a consistently long service life for our lights. We reserve the right to make technical changes to the model and dimensions! Models 
protected by law! Due to different designs and functions, the dimensions specified on the order confirmation may vary slightly in individual cases.
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Tips for long-term enjoyment of our natural wood furniture & leather covers

- All surfaces should be treated with care.
- Do not place any sharp-edged, hot or damp objects on the wooden surfaces.
- Spilled liquids should be cleaned up quickly before moisture can soak into the wood.
- Clean the surfaces with a dry or slightly damp soft cloth.
- Then rub the surfaces dry. No moisture should remain on the surface.
- Please do not use cleaning agents.

Stoff 73 Beige

Stoff 71 GraphiteStoff 70 Dark Blue Stoff 72 Khaki

Stoff 77 Olivgrün

Stoff 75 Dunkelbeige Stoff 76 HellbraunStoff 74 Mittelgrau

Stoff 55 Marine

Stoff 92 Braun Stoff 97 Anthrazit

Stoff 69 Ivory

Stoff 68 Shark GreyStoff 58 Grau Stoff 67 Haselnuss

Leder 13 GrauLeder 12 Braun Leder 16 Schwarz

Leder 22 Cognac

Leder 21 Dunkelgrün

Leder 23 Atlantikblau Leder 26 Sahara

Aktuelle Stoff- Leder-Kollektion

Kerneiche Natur Kerneiche Umato
Die Eiche ist das klassische Möbelholz schlechthin. Der Baum 

wächst fast überall in den gemäßigten Zonen der Erde. Das Holz 

der Eiche hat eine gelbliche Farbe, ist ringporig und stark struktu-

riert. Es lässt sich deshalb leicht von anderen Hölzern unterschei-

den. Der Baum ist nach ca. 80 Jahren schlagreif. Kerneiche natur 

besteht ausschließlich aus den Kernbrettern des Eichenstammes, 

da nur dieses Holz die gewünschten typischen Merkmale wie Kern-

risse und Flügeläste aufweist.

Für die Herstellung unserer Oberfläche Kerneiche umato werden 

zunächst Bretter aus dem Kernbereich des Eichenstammes selek-

tiert. Diese Kernbretter zeigen die typischen Merkmale wie zum 

Beispiel Kernrisse und Flügeläste. Die sortierte Ware wird dann 

vor dem Trocknen für mehrere Tage in einer speziellen Kammer 

gelagert und dort einem Räucherverfahren unterzogen. Dadurch 

wird das Holz durchgefärbt und erhält eine gleichmäßige dunkle 

Färbung. Es entsteht der Charakter von alten Eichenbalken.

oak heartw.Umato brushed
For the production of our core oak Umato surface, boards are first 
selected from the core area of the oak trunk. These core boards show 
the typical features such as core cracks and wing knots. The sorted 
goods are then stored in a special chamber for several days before 
drying and are subjected to a smoking process there. This colors the 
wood throughout and give it an even dark colour. The character of 
old oak beams emerges.

Oak heartw. natural
Oak is the classic wood for furniture par excellence. The tree grows 
almost everywhere in the temperate zones of the world. The wood 
of the oak has a yellowish colour, is ring-pored and strongly structu-
red. It can therefore be easily distinguished from other woods. The 
tree is ready to fell after about 80 years. Core oak natural consists of 
the core boards of the oak trunk, as only this wood has the desired 
typical features such as core cracks and wing knots.
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Due to the design, the LED strips are not interchangeable, as they are firmly attached to carrier profiles such as e.g. aluminum profiles and must be glued. In 
this way, we guarantee a consistently long service life for our lights. We reserve the right to make technical changes to the model and dimensions! Models 
protected by law! Due to different designs and functions, the dimensions specified on the order confirmation may vary slightly in individual cases.

SUSTAINABLE ENERGY
Heating with wood residues from production saves 300,000 liters of heating oil 
each year, thus avoiding around 950 tons of CO2. 3,800 PV modules on the roofs 
of the production halls generate 1,080,000 kWh of electricity per year. This avoids 
over 700 tons of CO2 emissions every year.

SUSTAINABLE RAW MATERIALS
The wood for our furniture comes 100% from sustainably managed forestry. A new 
one is planted for every tree used for production. That corresponds to around 7,000 
trees a year.

SUSTAINABLE WATER MANAGEMENT
The construction of a circular system is planned for sustainable groundwater ext-
raction: rainwater will be collected over a large area and fed back into the ground-
water via a trickle.

SUSTAINABLE CORPORATE STRUCTURES
As a family-run company, we have been producing in Beelen for 110 years and will 
soon be in the fourth generation. Our employees have been with the company for 
an average of 26 years.




